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Inside Moscow 1s Ethnic Schoolyards 
[While Ellen Cole was in Russia last 

month. this front page article in the 
English language press caught her eye!] 

Inspiration hits at the strangest times. 

For Grigory Lipman. a math teacher 
who was leading a class t.":p to Israel 
when the Persian Gulf war erupted in 
1991. it hit around the time Iraq started 
bombing Tel Aviv. 

"There we were with our gas masks. 
and I decided that. if we got out of this. I 
would open a Jewish school in Moscow." 

said Lipman. who. true to his word. is now 
the dtrector oi Jewish School No. i3i.i. 

But for Vardis Hairopetyan. director of 
J\iloscow's only municipal Armenian 
school. the idea hit him 30 years ago 
when he was a journalism student at 
Moscow State University. 

Then a student from Thilisi. 
Hairopetyan was teaching Russian"born 
Armenians their native tongue in a spare 
room at the university. The classes went 
on for two years. until the authorities 
forbade him from continuing. 

"Back then I told them. sooner or later I 
will open an Armenian school in 
:\\oscow." Hairopetyan said. standing in 
the grounds of School No. 1120. which 
has just begun its third academic year. 

After years of battling the authorities. 
Hairopetyan finally found an ally in the 
Moscow Department of Education. which. 
bombarded by requests from N\oscow's 
many diasporas. opened its own national 
education division two years ago 

"There are over 130 nationalities in 
JV\oscow, and those with their own 
historical rool<> want to study their own 
culture and language." said Valentina 
Ushakova, who heads the division. 
Lipman's Jewish school may have been 
one of the pioneers four years ago. but 
now there are 30 different municipal 
national schools serving the Armenian. 
Lithuanian. Georgian. and other national 
communities in Moscow. 

While each school has the freedom to 
expand its curriculum to offer 
supplementary language and cultural 
courses, the basic subjects must. by law. 

AjlSC Sponsors Regional Conference 

be taught in Russian and coincide with the 
Russian curriculum. 

The language requirement may be a 
problem for many at the Armenian school. 
where half of the children are refugees 
from the Caucasus " but not for Lipman's 
students. who are fluent Russian speakers. 
Indeed. many parents are sending their 
children to School No. 1311 so their 
children can learn Hebrew. their "native" 
tongue. and gain the Jewish education they 
were deprived of during Soviet times. 

see A ioscow. page 3 

AJLSC will host a Regional AJL C,onference Presidents' Day Weekend. February 18 '3? 19. 1996. The 
conference. which will begin Sunday morning and continue through Monday morning. is open to AJL 

members in the Western U.S. Home hospitality will provide accomodations for attendees from 
outside of Los Angeles. 

The topic of the workshops will be Jerusalem 3000. We hope to offer 3 sessions with a 
choice from 6 to 9 possible courses. 
If you are interested in helping to plan this event. have recommendations for workshops or 
presenters. or would like to host an attendee from out of town. please call Susan Dubin at 

. 
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Libra 
President1s Message 
by Rachel K. Glasser 

It's a time of happiness. optimism, of excitement. We have just experienced a 

serious period of introspection, evaluation, prayer and repentance followed by a 
festival of joy and celebration and highlighting the continuity of the Torah. the 

very essence of Judaism 

We are now ready for the next steps of this new year 5756 -both spiritually 

and professionally. We look forward to our co-sponsored author night on 
October 30, Jewish Book month programs, our first regional AJL conference 
in February on "Jerusalem ;jOOO," workshops, library classes. meeting programs 
on topics such as storytelling and our final event of the year which will be held 
at Storyopolis. 

Let us all look forward to accomplishing the goals which we have set forth for 
ourselves and our institutions and continue our work together both as 

colleagues and friends. 

Erit Chaim Kline 
lbis article. featuring one of our more infamous members. 

recently appeared in the Jerusalem Report September 7. 1995 
Vol VI. no. 9 

Eric Chaim Kline received his advanced degree in 

Jewish History from Brandeis University in 1982 and 

has been selling out-of-pnnt and rare books in Los 

Angeles since 1985. 

His inventory 

of more than 
30.000 volumes in 
all fields, aspects, 

and languages of 
Jewish studies is 
the most extensive 
in the United 
States. In addition 
to his speciality as 

a Judaica book

seller, he is a 
member of the 

Antiquarian Booksellers Association 

of Amrica and is involved with fine and 
rare books in Art, Architecture, Photography, the 

Decorative Arts, German Language and Literature, 
Children's and Illustrated books. 

Kline travels throughout the country to do appraisals 
for estate tax, gift and insurance purposes. He works 

with private collectors and public institutions in collection 
development and as a broker of unwanted property, and 

is actively seeking new clients. 
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MOSCO\V 
continu;cd from p.'.ji,c 1 

"We don't hide the fact that we are 
learning too." said Lipman adding that he. 

 too is stydying Hebrew and Jewish 
customs. "I myself just opened my eyes 
four years ago." 

v\lhile Jewish supplementary education 
only account for a third of the curriculum 
at School No. 1311. many core subjects. 
such as Russian literature. are also taught 
from a Jewish perspective. focusing on the 
religious influence of such renowned 
authors as Boris Pasternak, Osip 
Mandelstam and Isaac Babel. Even the 
school bell - which is not the usual 
deafening ring but the first few bars of 
"Hava Nagila" - remind the students that 

this is no ordinary school. 

But it is more than the lure of cultural 
heritage th.at dra1vs .t.~e children ·· or. more 
accurately. their parents - to Lipman's 
schooL As many Moscow schools are 
struggling just to maintain a full teaching 
staff. School No. 1311 offers the kind of 
individual attention that would be 
considered luxurious anywhere else: 60 
teachers for only 250 students. "In the last 
two years. all of out graduates went onto 
higher education. 100 percent." 
Lipman says proudly. 

"There are some non-Jews who 
want to send their children here . 
but there is not enough room 
for Jewish children." said 
Lipman. adding that they only 
accept students with some 

Jewish heritage. 

The nationality restric

tions are looser at the 
Hairopeyan's school 
Now more that 90 
percent of the children 
are Armenian. but. 
according to Hagop 
Madrosyan. the 
school's deputy director 
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in charge of nation,J.l education. they pld!l 
to expd!ld the student body next year to 
invite Russian children. Ths move. 
however. is more practical thd!l it is 
philosophical in nature. "The Department 
of Education will not allow a I 00 percent 
Armenian school in ,\\oscow." said 
1V\adrosyan. saying that opening the school 
to Russian students would help boost the 
school's finances. 

In parl the Armenian school is able to 
cater to a more international audience 
because of its size. Having taken over the 
premises of an abandoned kindergarten. 
the school currently has some 500 
students enrolled. and will add another 
story to take in more students. 

Indeed. Hairopetyan's vision does not 
stop there He would like to open an 
Armenian university in Moscow. following 
in the tradition of the Lazarevsky Institute 
of Eastern Languages, the Armenian 
university that was closed down by the 

DROP IN/ TURN ON 

Soviets in 1920. 

"This was one of the best institutes of 
higher learning in the Russian empire." 
said Hairopetyan. reciting a list of the 
university's most erudite graduates. which 
includes the writer Ivan Turgenev. 
"Russia's best sons studied there." 

!he~Moscow Times 
Anti-Tank Grenade Rocks U.S. Embassv 

Ji1Jfllif~if~ 

Remember all those calls we received from Eliot this summer begging 

spare books. Theynow line the shelves of the "Jewish 
Lending Library". a drop-in library-shu! on the Santa 

1Vlonica Mall Strollers along the mall can stroll in for 
Judaica and borrow items after giving a deposit. 

During High Holy Days the book store pushed the books 
aside to create an informal space for services. These 

informal services were SRO and covered by Channel 7. 

The Jewish Journal devoted a fairly lengthy article to this new 
library in its September 1-7 issue. The author. Associate 
Editor Robert Eshman. associated the place with the "eccentric" 

in LA The Journal covered the library again in its September 
28- October 5 issue. 

Shall we invite this library into AJLSC? If we associate with the 
eccentric will our libraries gain more lime light. at least in the 

Jewish press'? 



Libra 
From the Membership 
Vice-President 
Ronda Rose 
We welcome a new member at this 
time Jessica Schroeter. At the 
November 6th general meeting our 
rosters for the coming year will be 
distributed. 
Please understand that if you have 
not paid you dues your name will 
not be included. 

AJLSC and the Simon Wiesenthal 
Center Library and Archives along 
with Young Israel of Century City 
will sponsor "Holocaust Memorials 
and the Y ad V ashern controversy: 
How much is. too graphic?" 
On the panel are: Mosha 
Greenbaum, author of the Jews of 
Lithuania 
Alex Grobman 
Joe Bobker 
Aaron Beitbaut, moderator 
The program will be held at Young 
Israel of Century City, 9315 W. 
Pico Blvd., Los Angeles on 
October 30th at 8:00 p.m. 

All articles for next issue 
must be submitted by 
Thursday, December 28, 
1995. 
Disk (IBM): Preferred 
Hard Copy: Required 
Don't scribble 
Do type 

Dorothy Schroeder Fund 
Contribution: 
From: Ellen Cole in 
memory of Cecelia 
Lapidus 

We would like to offer 
our condolences to Rick 
Burke for the loss of his 
father. 

In the last issue we 
ommitted Paul Hamburg 
as a presenter at the AJL 
National Convention in 
Chicago. 

Soviet Serenditpity 

Two inexpected sights on my 
recent trip to Russia .... In 
Moscow, in the Intlourist Hotel 
Lobby there were men in 
yamakas. In St. Petersburg, at 
the summer palace of Czar Peter 
the Great, the gift shop had a 
book section with selections in 
severallalnguages. Clentrally 
displayed among the English 
books was Polacca's Keeping 
Quilt. I smile recalling both 
surprises, Ellen Cole. 



Libli 
AM I MY 
BROTHER~S 

KillER? 
by Ellen Cole 

If fiction is the lie through 

which we tell the truth, the 
Sacrifice of Isaac is a dazzling 

example. Mystery, history, art and morality mix in a 

complex puzzle which grabs your attention and holds it. 

At times cerebral, at times cat and mouse. always 

passionate, Neil Gordon's controversial first novel 

suggests history and religion wash dirty hands. 

Self-exiled Israeli Luke Benami is the appealing hero. 

The will of Luke's just dead, Israeli hero father instigates 

a man hunt for his long missing. Yom Kippur War army 

deserter brother, Danni. As Luke tracks his brother and 

seeks reasons for his prodigal life, he stumbles into a 
parallel sea.ch: his fat.t,.er's secret \.Vorld \.Vur II past. 

We witness a murder. We know who pulled the trigger. 
We want to know: who is the victim? The mystery 
shuffles clues, some crafty, some contrived. Its unraveling 

introduces other sympathetic or colorful characters 
(especially the underworld traffickers in antiquities) who 

provide Luke with romance and danger as they provide 

us with moral questions to ponder. The art, Caravaggio's 

Renaissance painting of the Akeda. provokes 

G t k · 'I ot O<.)O s to give away. 

Need somethit1g particular? 
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interpretation of sacrifice and oppression by fathers and 
sons. nations and citizens. 

The delivery is offbeat the style poetic for an action 
novel. In a tale where intimate lives replay large political 
events the author eschewed third person narration for 
first person telling by a minor character, Natalie. She 

repeats conversations and confessions advancing the 
main plot. She also interjects her story which will wind 
around, then mesh with Luke's. This device is partly 

successful. partly clunky. The time span is short and 

exciting. long and painful. Gordon's poetic words 

establish his action's frame from the bitter rains of a 

Jerusalem winter to the blossoming of a Paris spring. 

Flashbacks and history expand the story for decades. 

The present turns on Danni's search for a Jewish past 
Luke's for Danni; revelations turn on a war hero. The 

adventure trajects along a traditional theme to an 
untraditional solution: the wandering Jew blunders into 
the dark side of lsrael~-HoloCd.Ust history. ldentity, 
nationhood, greed, revenge and love culminate in 
catharsis, not judgement. "The past is a foreign country: 
people do things differently there." 

Gordon, Neil. SACRIFICE OF ISAAC. New York 

Random House, 1995. 304 p. $22. ISBN 0-679-43704-5. 
ADULT FICTION 

We would like to introduce a Book Bin. Where Libraries 

can connect to buy, trade, sell, or give away material. 

Please send us any such information. we will include it in the next 

ISSUe. 



Book Review 

[Blumenthal Library volunteer ;\1\uriel 
Moster found this disturbing 1995 
copyrighted article by the Committee for 
Accuracy in "\1\i.ddle East Reporting in 
America. known as CM\ER!\.] 

Planning a trip to Egypt of Israel? A 
word of warning-the 1995 edition of the 
popular travel guide Let's Go: Israel '3:? 
Egypt contains anti-Israel themes more 
typical of a hostile editorial than a tourist 

publication. 

A few items from this guide: 
Tel-Aviv-Jaffa: "Palestinian Arabs in Jaffa 
never reacted positively to the usurpation 
of their land by European Jews." 

fACT: Jews purchased the land in the 
Tel-Aviv area; they did not usurp it. 

Gt.;IDE: "' ... Jerus--J.lerPitcs sec [T c-! .c\ viv] 

as ... a hick town. shrill. ugly, and very. 
very plebian.' Indeed. the Israeli capital 
invariably inspires emotion among 
travelers-some fall in love and some 

November 

spoilsports cd.tch the first bus to 
Jerusalem." 

fACT: The description is not only 
offensive but inaccurate- Jerusalem. not 

Tel Aviv. is the capital of Israel. This 
error is repeated elsewhere in the guide. 

GUIDE: Tiberias: "Since Israeli troops 
filched the Golan Heights in 1967. the Sea 
of Galilee has become a splashing ground 
rivaling the :v\editerranean and the Red 
Sea in popularity." 

fACT: After enduring years of Syrian 

artillery attacks on farmer5.'fishermen. and 
schoolchildren. and in self-defense against 
Syrian invasion in 1967. Israel took the 
Golan Heights. 

GUIDE: West Bank: "During Israeli 
IT'ilita.ry occupation. the situati.on of th::
West Bank's Palestinians was comparable 
to that of South Africa's Blacks." 

fACT: There has never been any 
similarity between Israeli policies in the 

West Bank and South African tred.tment 
of its Black citizens under the former 
dpartheid regime. Charges such as these 
were pa:rt of the propaganda campaigns of 
recent years aimed at undermining Israel's 
legitimacy. 

CAMERA ACTION: In response to 
criticism by CAMERA "Let's Go" 
publishers. the Harvard Student Agencies. 
have pledged to rewrite the 1995 guide. 

Will the 1996 version omit the skewed. 
hostile portrayal of Israel? 

CHECK BEFORE BUYING! 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Better yet! Support 
an accurate publication! Buy another travel 
guide. 

Dr. Shechter, University of judaism 1s Dean 
of the Department of Continuing Education, 
offers library personnel an incredible 
opportunity: the chance to take a DCE 
course FREE The only expense is the $9 
registration fee. 

Cal State Fullerton is offering an 
intermediate-level Internet seminar this fall. 
This one-day seminar provides skill-building 
exercises to improve searching skills on the 
Internet. The seminar is on Wednesday, 
November 29,1995 from 9:00am to 5:OOpm. 
The cost is $170 which includes lunch, 
seminar materials and parking. 

If you have any questions call the University of 
Judaism, 476-9777 ext 246. 

Don 1t miss it! 
For more information call (714) 773-3080. 
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AJLSC Continuing Education 
Course Title: Controversial Material in the library 
Oates: Tuesdays, November 7 --january 9, 7:30-9:30 P.M. 
Place: Simon \Viesenthal Center library, 9760 W. Pico Blvd., LA. 
lnstrudor: Paul Hamburg, Reference Ubrarian, Simon \'Viesenthal Center Ubrary 
fee: $95.00 for educators through special arrangement with .HUC 
Units: 1 unit through Hebrew Union College 

Paul Hamburg will be teaching our 1 unit fall course entitled Controversial Material in the Library offered under the 
auspices of Hebrew Union College. The course will be 7:30-9:30 PM on Tuesday evenings at Simon Wiesenthal Center 
Library, November? .1995 through January 9, 1996. 

The course will focus on three current issues in handling controversial materials: Holocaust Denial, the Nation of 
Islam's "The Secret Relationship Between Blacks and Jews," and the German Historians Controversy. Each of these 
issues will be discussed in its historical context and evaluated in its relationship to libraries and library collections. 

Reading will consist of both primary and secondary sources. Extensive use will be made of the Simon Wiesenthal 
Center Library 's Special Collections material on Holocautst Denial and Extremist Movements as well as Internet 
resource'>. Methods for dealing with general contrpversial i<;SUE'S in libraries will be di".,rus<>erl 

Please return the following form to Susan Dubin, AJLSC Continuing Education Chair,   
 , by November 1. 1995. 

_I wish to enroll in this course. _I would like more information 

Name Daytime Phone Evening Phone 

Questions? Call Susan Dubin, 818-788-6000, exl 620 
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General Meeting 

Monday November 6th, 1995, 7:30 p.m. 

Valley Beth Shalom Library 

"The Candlemaker of Light" 
and other stories 

told by Devorah Spilman 

Devorah Spilman has been a storyteller to children 
and adults since 197 4. She is currently the storyteller 

on staff at Sinai-Al\.iba Day School. Devorah also 
performs as Dilly Zoozilly. the clown. She will soon 

be perfoming a storytelling-theatre piece entitled "The 
Jewish Disappearing Act" for teenagers and adults. 

"The Candlemal\.er of Light" is published in Chosen 
Tales: Stories by Jewish Stotytellers. edited by 

Peninnah Schram (Jason Aronson. 1995). Copies of 
the book will be availabe at the meeting for purchase 

and signing. 
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